
Tagesschau

**About Tagesschau**

Tagesschau informs you well about all important news of the day and offers you the possibility to

watch all shows of the Tagesschau editing live or On Demand. 

Tagesschau gives you a good overview of the most important news of the day. You cannot only

read the articles but also watch them as a video. You have also the possibility to watch all show of

the Tagesschau editing live or On Demand and can access “Tagesschau in 100 seconds”. Due to

the modern and clear design of the app you have a good overview of the current news. 

**Tagesschau – Features: **

-	Most important news at a glance: With the app Tagesschau you are always well informed about

the most important news of the day. You cannot only read the news, but also watch them as a

video. The clear designed start page gives you a quick overview of current news and informs you

quickly and reliably about all important news. The category “all news” contains all articles and

videos from Tagesschau. In order to find news which interest you quickly and easily, the category

can be personalized with regard to preferences and interests. Besides current news from the

departments economy, politic or health, the articles from Sportschau inform you also about all

important sport news. 

-	Access to all shows: By using the Tagesschau app you cannot only access all Tagesschau

shows, but also all Tagesthemen, Nachtmagazin or tagesschau24 shows. You can watch all

shows either live or On Demand. 

-	Search function: The helpful search function of the Tagesschau app allows you to search for

specific articles. The special feature of the search function is searching in a chat format. The

search function either proposes you single topics or you can name topics which interest you in

note form. Thereupon the app shows you articles to this keyword in a matter of seconds. 

Conclusion: With the informative Tagesschau app you bear the most important news of the day in

mind, even when you’re on the move. The app informs you quickly and reliably about current news

and provides them as written articles as well as short videos. You can also access all shows from

Tagesschau editing and can watch all Tagesschau shows on the move live or On Demand. 


